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??????????????????? (SAR: Synthetic Aperture Radar)??
SEABED(Shape Estimation Algorithm based on Boundary scattering transform
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(1  )S20 + jStra(!)j2
S0 (2.3)




???????????? vrf (t)??????????? [7]?




































Inverse SAR)[10, 11]??2?? SAR????????????????????
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? 2 ? ????????????
? 2.2: SAR??????????
??: \Accurate UWB Radar 3-D Imaging Algorithm for Complex Boundary
without Range Points Connections"
?????????????????? SAR(InSar: Interferometric SAR)[12]?
?????????????????????????????????????





?????????????????????????? z > 0????????
????? x???????????????? (x; z) = (X; 0)????????
???? SAR??? I(x; z)?????????




















????????????? (x; z)????????????????? (X;Z)?
?????????????????????????(X;Z)????????
????????????????? (x; z)?????? (X;Z)?????? 2.3
???????????????????????????????










???, ????????? (BST: Boundary Scattering Transform)??????
????? (IBST: Inverse BST)???. ???????????????????
???????????????????? j@Z=@Xj  1??????????.






? 2 ? ????????????
? 2.3: ?????????????
??: \Accurate UWB Radar 3-D Imaging Algorithm for Complex Boundary








??????????????? q = (X;Z)??????????? qi = (Xi; Zi)
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? 2 ? ????????????
? 2.4: SEABED???????)
??: \Accurate UWB Radar 3-D Imaging Algorithm for Complex Boundary
without Range Points Connections"
????????????????? (q; qi)???????? ???????
????? f(; q; qi)????????
f(; q; qi) = exp
"






???(q; qi)??????????????????????????F (; q)?
????????















opt(q) = arg max
0
F (; q) (2.12)
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? 2 ? ????????????
???????? q??????????? (x; z)?????????






(x XT)2 + y2 + (z   ZT)2 +
p
(x XR)2 + y2 + (z   ZR)2 = 2r (2.14)
????i??????? qi = (LT;i;LR;i; ri) (i = 1;    ; N)????????N
?????????????? qi????????? p^(qi)????????















????pint  qi; qj; qk????????? 3?????????r???????







 kLT;i  LT;jk2 + kLR;i  LR;jk2 ;







































???????????????????????????LT = (XT; 0; ZT);LR =
(XR; 0; ZR)????LT;LR??????????Wiener??????s(LT;LR; R)




































jRi  Rjj > D(qi; qj) (3.1)
????? (2.18)?????Qi??????????????
Qi = f (qj; qk) j LT;i = LT;j = LT;k;















































































































































K(qi) = arg min
k





















n(Pseli ) < n0
















































Step 1) ??????????????????Wiener????????? .
Step 2) Wiener?????? s(LT;LR; R0)?????? qi?????.?????
?????Qall??????
Step 3) ????????????????(????Qsel????Qsel  Qall??
???)
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? 3 ? ??A???????????????????????????
Step 4) ?????????RPM??????????????? (???? Tsel?
???)
Step 5) ???????? Tsel???????????????
Step 6) Tsel???????????????? (3.3)???????Qall?????
?????.
Step 7) Qall???????????RPM????????????? (Tall???)
???.















e(pesti ) = minptrue
kpesti   ptruek2; (i = 1; 2;    ; NT): (3.5)
????ptrue?????????pesti ???????????????????
elm = 2=d??? n0 = 5???????????d???????????? 3.14
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? 3 ? ??A???????????????????????????








Clustering of all target points
Clustering of all RPs with target points 
clusters in Eq. (3.3)























? 3.11: ????? SAR?? (??? z = 330)
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? 3.15: RPM?????? (????????)




????????????????Xeon E5-1620 3.60GHz???????? 647






?????? PN?????????????????? PN ???S/N?? ??
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? 3 ? ??A???????????????????????????
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? 3.16: ??RPM??????? (?: z = 560 ??)(?: z = 330 ???)
??????








































? 3.1: ??A????? (S/N=30dB)
??? ??A
??? 10????? 49.2% 73.2%
?????? 12.79 7.76
?????????????????????????????????????
3.23???????A???????????????e(pesti ) < 10?????







? 3 ? ??A???????????????????????????
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? 3.18: ?????????????? RPM??????? (?: z = 560 ?
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? 3.22: ?? A??? RPM???
? (S/N=30dB)
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?????????????????? ????s(LT;LR; R0; ) ?LT;LR??
???????Wiener??????????R0 = ct=2????c????????
t??? (fast time)??????????????????? (slow time)????
?????????????????????????????????????


























Step 1) ??????????????????Wiener????????? .
Step 2) Wiener?????? s(LT;LR; R0; )? slow time????????????
?????????????
Step 3) ???-???????????????????????????????
?-??? qi = (LT;i;LR;i; Ri; VD;i) ?????.
Step 4) ??????????????????????????????
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????????? 4, ?????? 25?????????????? 140GHz?







? 4.4????????????????RPM????????? 4.7??? 4.4
??????????????????????????????????RPM
??????????????????????????
? 4.4?????????RPM?????? 4.5?????????? 3.15?
??????????????????????????????? 4.6????
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????????????? 10???????????? 84.0%, ??B???
















? 4 ? ??B??????????????????????????????
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? 4.4: ????????RPM????






























? 4.5: ????????RPM??????? (?: z = 560 ??)(?: z = 330
???)
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??????????Xeon E3-1220 3.10GHz???? 168??????????
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? 4 ? ??B??????????????????????????????
??
? 4.7: ????????RPM???? (2?RPM???????????)






























? 4.8: ??????????????????RPM??????? (?: z = 560
??)(?: z = 330 ???)
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? 4 ? ??B??????????????????????????????
??
? 4.9: ????????RPM???? (2?RPM??????????????)
? 4.1: ??B?????
???? S/N=40dB S/N=30dB
RPM/RP??? 66.2% 62.0% 65.3%
??? 10????? 74.2% 72.8% 72.1%











? 4 ? ??B??????????????????????????????
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? 4.10: ??????????????????RPM??????? (2?RPM?
?????????????)(?: z = 560 ??)(?: z = 330 ???)
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Monostatic RPM
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